A New Era Of Network Attacks
2018 EfficientIP Global DNS Threat Report

Methodology
The study was conducted for EfficientIP, a global leading
specialist in DNS Security for holistic network protection,
by research firm Coleman Parkes, from a survey of 1,000
respondents across the world.
This annual report in its fourth year looked at the technical
and behavioral causes for the rise in Domain Name System
(DNS) threats, their potential effects on business and to
suggest straightforward and rapid remedies.
Sectors interviewed include Communications, Education,
Finance, Healthcare, Manufacturing, Public Sector, Retail,
Services, Transportation and Utilities.
Regions

North America

30%

Job Roles

IT Manager

36%

Network Manager

19%

Security Manager

16%

CIO

11%

CTO

7%

CSO

6%

CISO

5%

Europe

40%

Asia Pacific

30%
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Executive Summary
We live in a new era of network attacks. Increasing frequency and varieties, together with the latest regulations which have global impact, makes 2018
the most important year in recent times for public and private sector organizations.
Ensuring business continuity and data protection is a real challenge today because of two major forces. First, the growing adoption of cloud services,
connected devices and next-generation datacenters by enterprises makes networks harder to secure. Second, cyber attacks are becoming more sophisticated and increasingly more difficult to spot and prevent.
Network teams are stretched and need support to manage a critical element for delivering IT services, the Domain Name System (DNS).
As it is absolutely vital for keeping IT services running, enabling application access routing on-premise or in the cloud and ensuring data confidentiality, DNS has become a prime target for cybercriminals. Organizations in all verticals have been widely impacted by attacks, and are realizing conventional security systems alone such as next-generation firewalls, intrusion prevention systems (IPS) or data loss prevention (DLP) are not adequate.

77%

of organizations
subject to
DNS attack

Introduction from David Williamson,
CEO of EfficientIP:
Average cost of
DNS attacks

“Worryingly, the frequency and financial
consequences of DNS attacks have risen and
businesses are late in implementing purpose-built
security solutions to prevent, detect and mitigate
attacks.

$715,000

On the positive side, business and IT leaders
globally now have a better understanding on
why DNS is fundamental to ensuring business
continuity and data confidentiality, so securing
DNS has become a top priority for them.“

33%

of organizations
suffered data theft
via DNS

DNS analysis Top priority
for protecting data

38%

of companies
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Today’s Evolving Cyber Threat Landscape
2017 was a record year for cyber attacks. Well-publicized attacks like WannaCry and NotPetya have improved awareness. Businesses should dedicate
more focus to understanding and preventing the most popular attack types used by criminals, many of which are DNS-based.
DNS attacks are global, varied, dynamic and becoming more frequent and sophisticated. As they circumvent traditional security systems, the critical
importance of DNS-based attacks has made it a very popular target for cybercriminals.
The Cisco 2016 Security Report found 91% of malware use DNS. The malware can use DNS as a vector to prepare attacks (e.g. DoS amplification or
communicate with CnC servers), as well as to attack the DNS service itself. The number of domains worldwide is growing rapidly as registration has
never been so easy, fast and cost-effective. Hackers are widely abusing this for malicious purposes.

Top five DNS-based attacks suffered
2018

2017

DNS-based Malware

DNS-based Malware

36%

35%
DNS DoS/DDoS Attacks

Phishing

32%

36%

False Positive Triggering

DNS Tunneling

20%

27%
Cache Poisoning

Domain Lock-up

20%

23%
DNS Tunneling

DNS DDoS Attacks

22%

20%
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The Business Impact Of DNS Attacks
Cyber attacks in 2017 cost around $1 trillion in damages, compared
with $300 billion for natural disasters1.

DNS attacks denting brand halos

DNS-based attacks in their diversity are very effective, causing
financial/brand damage and customer churn for organizations
worldwide, impacting short-term and long-term interests.
This strong trend is extremely worrying as the research shows the
average cost of damages caused by a DNS-based cyber attack has
increased by 57% over the previous year.
1

World Economic Forum, Global Risks Report (2018)

Brand
Damage

23%

Customer
Information
Stolen

22%

Intellectual
Property
Stolen

18%

20%

18%

14%

Organizations are paying more on average
for each DNS attack
Online outages losing customers, losing business

$715,000

Average
cost per
attack

33% 36%

31% 37%

22% 20%

Compromised
Website

Application
Downtime

Loss of
Business

$456,000

2018

2017
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Vulnerabilities Vary By Vertical
But All Industries Are Affected
The rising cost per attack and the increased volume of DNS-based
threats means no sector is safe. The impact of and response to DNS
attacks vary from sector to sector.

Utilities

The industries surveyed all play a critical role in ensuring the economic
prosperity in every country, therefore it is paramount organizations
review how they identify, analyze and block DNS-based threats.

28% suffered loss of business, highest
across all sectors

Public Sector

Telecoms
Had the most sensitive customer
information stolen across all sectors
at 30%

Took the longest to mitigate a DNS
attack at 8 hours on average

Healthcare

Financial Services

Highest cloud service downtime out of
all organizations (45%)

The highest cost per attack at an
average of $924,000

Education

Retail

73% took 3 days or more to apply a
patch after notification, leaving them
vulnerable to zero-day attacks

30% suffered brand damage, highest
across all sectors
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Conventional Solutions Have Not Effectively Protected.
They Never Will.
Conventional security solutions such as secure web gateway, next-generation firewall, data loss prevention (DLP) and intrusion prevention systems
(IPS) are not designed to ensure DNS service availability and integrity.

Five downfalls of conventional security solutions
Mitigation limited to
blocking suspected devices

They are not purpose-built and have only peripheral visibility of DNS traffic, with no idea of context, so are hindered when it comes to ensuring
service continuity and preventing data theft.

Performance limited to
<1M Queries Per Second

The average time to mitigate attacks has increased by 40% to 7 hours,
which is worryingly long, resulting in wasted time and effort for companies.

Have difficulty coping with
new, advanced threat types

Unfortunately, the countermeasures being used are inappropriate and
ineffective. Organizations are still not taking the right measures to respond to attacks, proving technology used to protect DNS is not adapted.
This year, organizations’ response may have made DNS attacks even more
successful.

Legitimate users
often blocked
Unable to handle
volumetric attacks
Helpless against
zero-day vulnerabilities

Weak detection capability
for malicious DNS traffic

Very limited protection
against data theft

Unable to block attacks
with unidentified sources

Ineffective against
slow/insidious attacks

Top three countermeasures used
- they are nothing but workarounds!
Closed down specific affected
processes and connections

40%

Applied patch to fix security hole
used to carry out the attack

36%

Disabled some applications

32%
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No DNS, No Cloud
By 2021, IDC predicts over 90% of enterprises 2 will be using multiple cloud services and platforms. In multi-cloud deployments,
DNS services play a pivotal role in enabling access to cloud services, routing traffic to on-premise and external applications.
The research demonstrates a strong dependency of cloud-based applications on DNS services. An impressive two in five
organizations (40%) worldwide suffered cloud service downtime as a result of a DNS attack. This highlights the absolute need
for highly secure and reliable DNS services. Additionally, in that context, a lack of threat intelligence on domain name reputation
could lead to device infection, increasing the risk of internal DoS attacks.
2

IDC Press Release, «IDC Predictions Provide a Blueprint and Key Building Blocks for Becoming a Digital Native Enterprise», Oct 31, 2017

“DNS security is about participating in the
overall network security ecosystem by preventing
connected devices from reaching malicious
domains and related internet resources. Threat
intelligence can prove extremely attractive to
organizations reluctant to make use of public
cloud benefits of agility and flexibility because of
security concerns.”
 IDC Technology Spotlight, sponsored by EfficientIP,
«Rising Prominence of DDI in Making Multi-Cloud
Strategies Secure and Successful»,
IDC #EMEA43636018, March 2018
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Data Confidentiality Worldwide:
GDPR And Beyond
Technology investment priorities
for GDPR compliance
1

38%
2

35%
21%

Monitoring & analyzing
DNS traffic
Securing
network endpoints
Adding
more firewalls

3

DNS is recognized as a prime target for data
exfiltration. Organizations, both private and public,
are finally acknowledging DNS protection is crucial
to combatting data breaches.
It is therefore encouraging to see businesses have
now realized conventional security systems are
not adapted, so have prioritized investing in the
right areas to prevent data theft via DNS.

Organizations suffering data theft via DNS

33%

28%

The EU General Data Protection Regulation
(GDPR) has a global reach. It will scrutinize
how organizations keep the confidentiality
of all data related to European users or
customers. Elsewhere, organizations have
local regulations to comply with, such as
the US CLOUD Act, the KVKK in Turkey and
the Personal Data Protection Act (PDPA) in
Singapore and Malaysia.
Across the world, organizations are preparing
themselves for GDPR, with some spending $5
million on having the right talent, technology
and processes to achieve compliance.
Companies in Germany, USA and Singapore
are leading their regions respectively on GDPR
investments.

GDPR investment ranking, per organization
1

Germany

$1,752,000

2

France

$1,584,000

3

USA

$1,417,000

4

Canada

$1,385,000

5

Singapore

$1,361,000

6

India

$1,343,000

7

Spain

$1,223,000

8

UK

$1,165,000

9

Australia

$1,092,000
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What EfficientIP Recommends
DNS Protection is a Vital Pillar of a Holistic Network Security Solution
The survey data shown in this report proves that DNS Security must be considered a key
component of overall network security strategy. To help protect sensitive data and service
assurance throughout your network, EfficientIP recommends starting with the five steps
below.

Five Steps to Take
1
1
2
1
2
3
1
2
3
4
2
1
3
4
5
3
2
4
5
4
3
5
5
4
5

Benefits

Enhance Threat Intelligence on domain reputation
with data feeds which provide menace insight from global
traffic analysis.

Protect users from internal/external attacks by blocking
malware activity and mitigating data exfiltration attempts.

Augment your threat visibility using real-time contextaware DNS transaction analytics for behavioral threat
detection.

Detect all threat types, prevent data theft, help meet
regulatory compliance such as GDPR and US CLOUD Act.

Apply adaptive countermeasures via graduated security
measures relevant to threats.

Ensure business continuity even when the attack source
is unidentifiable and mitigate risks of blocking legitimate
clients.

Harden security for cloud/next-gen datacenters
with a purpose-built DNS security solution, overcoming
limitations of solutions from cloud providers.

Ensure continued access to cloud services and apps, protect
against exfiltration of cloud-stored data.

Incorporate DNS into global network security solution
to recognize unusual or malicious activity, and inform the
broader security ecosystem.

Holistic Network Security, to address growing network risks
and protect against the lateral movement of threats.
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Secure Your Business,
Secure Your DNS
Do you still think your network is really secure?

					
Although preventing all attacks cannot be solved by just the previous
actions mentioned, they are a good starting point towards securing
your DNS and hence your network.
For organizations who are aiming to address growing network risks:

Check Out Our
3-minute DNS
Security Videos

Read the
Roland Garros Customer
Case Study

Request a
Data Security Assessment
for Your Network
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www.efficientip.com
info@efficientip.com

